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... the phrase "the better part of valor is discretion" means that the best sort of courage--the kind that constitutes true bravery
instead of recklessness--is courage .... There are thousands of words, meanings and quotes attributed to William ... When you
look up a word in the OED, it provides a definition, followed by a history of ... To say that discretion is the better part of valour
is somewhat ... yourself” seems like a very contemporary expression, but Shakespeare seems .... What's the origin of the phrase
'Discretion is the better part of valour'?. Portrait of William Shakespeare Shakespeare, in Henry IV, Part One, 1596: Falstaff:
'The .... Discretion is the better part of valor definition at Dictionary.com, a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms
and translation. Look it up now!. part of valour. Jason Rix is a ... examples of absolute contractual rights from recent ... were
'abusive' within the meaning of its terms of ... Jason Rix examines contractual discretion and absolute contractual ... The modern
approach derives from.. Lying on the pretext that better part of valour is discretion ... These days, the phrase means more
generically that prudence is better than unwarranted bravery. ... own life but also the life of almost every one of significance
around him. ... risk which is a phenomenal advice, modern world in dire need to use it.. discretion is the better part of valour.
phrase [VERB inflects] If you say discretion is the better part of valour, you mean that avoiding a dangerous or unpleasant
situation is sometimes the most sensible thing to do.. discretion is the greater part of valour also, discretion is the better part of
valour. Meaning. to be quiet about it after helping someone out; to not make a show of .... From Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary Englishdiscretion is the better part of valourdiscretion is the better part of valourCAREFULused to say that it is
better .... In modern times, it has come to mean, simply put, only fools rush in. ... wrote the actual phrase we have bastardized:
"The better part of valour is dis. ... To understand the half-phrase we use today, we MUST study the whole phrase to define
its .... Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English ... high living suddenly decided that austerity was the better part of valour.
... discretion is the better part of valour.. Definition of discretion is the better part of valor in the Idioms Dictionary. discretion
is the better part of valor phrase. What does discretion is the better part of .... Valour Definition +Discretion is Better Part of
Valour modern meaning, Live Like Ali Die Like Hussain belive on your self like Hazrat Ali (a.s) .... The better part of valor is
discretion, in the which better part I have saved my life.' The line means that you would be foolish to act like a hero if it is going
to .... We almost always hear something like, "discretion is the better part of valor." And we've changed the meaning, too.
Nowadays, it means that sometimes it's better .... ReferencesEdit. “discretion is the better part of valour” in Lexico ,
Dictionary.com; Oxford University Press. Retrieved from ...

Discretion is the better part of valor definition is - —used to say that it is better to be ...
.com/dictionary/discretion%20is%20the%20better%20part%20of%20valor.. LEO.org: Your online dictionary fo rEnglish-
German translations. ... Now I am wondering how "discretion is the better part of valour" is translated in the ... translation might
be better than a contemporary language version, as the .... Definition of discretion is the better part of valor in the legal
dictionary - by free online english ... Valour definition+discretion is better part of valour modern.. discretion is the better part of
valour definition: said when you believe it is wise to be careful and avoid unnecessary risks. Learn more.
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